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Summary:
Routine onsite inspection by the resident inspectors and one region based
inspector (213 hours) of activities in progress, including plant operations,
physical security, radiation control, housekeeping, plant modifications, and
maintenance. The inspectors also reviewed licensee action taken to address
previous inspection findings, Bulletins and Circulars and made site tours.

Results: As a result of these inspection activities, two violations were iden-
tified: one violation was failure to perform a valve lineup after the Core
Spray System had been modified (discussed in paragraph 3.2), and the second
involved failure to fully implement a leak reduction program (discussed in
paragraph 8.0). Nine Circulars, four Bulletins and one unresolved item were
reviewed and closed.

Maintenance rework continued to be an area of concern.
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DETAILS

1.0 Summary of Plant Activities

At the beginning of the inspection report period, the plant was in cold
shutdown to correct a design _ deficiency in the Core Spray System and to
repair the source of high drywell unidentified leakage which was identi-
fied as a pressure seal leak on feedwater valve V-2-36 and an inlet flange
leak on "D" EMRV. On February 14, a reactor startup was commenced but was
terminated on February 15 as a result of leakage from "A" EMRV inlet
flange and feedwater isolation valve V-2-36. The gasket was replaced in
"A" EMRV, and the plant was started up on February 17 and again shutdown
due to leaks from the inlet flanges of "A" and "C" EMRVs. On February 18,
the decision was made to replace the gaskets on all five EMRVs with thick-
er gaskets and to machine the gasket seating surface on the pipe side
flange of "B" EMRV. On February 25, the plant was started up and again
shutdown due to leaks from inlet flanges on "A" and "C" EMRVs. The deci-
sion was then made to machine the gasket seating surface on the pipe side
flange of the remaining four EMRVs. On March 4, the plant was started up
with no observed EMRV inlet flange leakage.

2.0 . Followup on Previous Inspection Items

(Closed) Unresolved (219/81-17-02): Leak Raduction Program

The inspector reviewed the licensee's progress in establishing a leak
reduction program in accordance with the requirements of NUREG 0578. The
inspector noted, that contrary to the requirements of NUREG's 0578 and
0737, Technical Specification 6.15 and the licensee's commitments, a
formal leak reduction program was not in effect. This is a violation.
(See Section 8.0).

3.0 Plant Operations Review

3.1 During daily control room tours, shift logs were reviewed to verify
the logs were properly filled out. The inspector audited the elec-
trical jumper log and verified the following jumpers.

Jumper No. Sheet Description

6 85-2 CRD 30-23 Drive Temperature
20 84-172 CRD 26-35 Drive Temperature
47 84-169 Chlorine Leak Alarm Annunciator
67 84-176 CRD 26-27 Drive Temperature
82 84-180 CRD 30-27 Drive Temperature
91 84-179 CRD 38-23 Drive Temperature

_
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3.2 Routine tours of the facility were conducted by the inspectors.
Housekeeping was generally good and no abnormalities were noted.
Entries were made into the following radiological controlled areas:

Drywell entry to inspect V-2-36;--

Condensate bay tour and inspection of V-2-11;--

Condensate bay and trunion room tour to inspect V-2-11, and 1-1--

main flash tank;

Drywell entry to inspect "A" and "B" Electromatic Relief Valves--

(EMRV's); and

Drywell entry to witness non-destructive examination of "D" EMRV
--

inlet flange and the installation of the gooseneck on "E" EMRV.

3.2 Core Spray System Walkdown

The inspectors performed a walkdown of the accessible portions of
Core Spray System I using Station Procedure 308 and Piping and
Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) GE 8850781. The walkdown was
performed to:

-- Confirm the licensee's system lineup procedures matched the
plant drawing and as-built configuration;

-- Identify equipment conditions and items that ccald degrade
system performance;

-- Verify that instrumentation was properly valved in and calibra-
tion dates were appropriate; and

Verify that valves were in the proper position and locked as--

appropriate.

As a result of this walkdown, two valve position discrepancies were
identified. In particular, the isolation valves for local pressure
indicators PI 40A and 40C were found open, whereas the valve lineup
specified the valves be closed. In an attempt to determine why the
valves were not correctly positioned, the inspectors reviewed the
Plant Operations System Status Book and associated tagouts for the
Core Spray System. This review determined that the Core Spray system
lineup in the System Status Book did not incorporate recent changes
made to Core Spray instrumentation and that no valve lineup of the
modified instrumentation had been performed. Appendix A to Station
Procedure 201.1 requires that a partial valve lineup be performed on

.
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those portions of systems that have undergone modifications where
individual valves were not centrolled by tagouts. The root valves
were the only valves controlled by tagout. The failure of plant
operations to perform a partial valve lineup of the modified Core
Spray instrumentation as required by Procedure 201.1 is a violation.
(219/85-06-01)

Subsequent to this finding, plant operations performed a valve lineup
check of Core Spray System II and found the isolation valves for PI
40B and 400 also incorrectly positioned. There was no safety signif-
icance associated with the incorrectly positioned valves.

Additional discrepancies associated with~ the modified Core Spray
System instrumentation were identified and are as follows:

(1) The valve lineup contained in Station Procedure 308 was incon-
sistent with the P&ID in that valves were improperly identified
both by valve number and valve description. Investigation into
this discrepancy determined that the administrative system
designed to control the flow of paperwork resulted in a time lag
in information flow between Technical Functions and Plant Engi-
neering. In particular, Technical Functions issued the original
construction drawings for the modification. Plant Engineering
used these drawings to generate a modified valve lineup. How-
ever, Field Changes to the construction drawings issued by Tech -
Functions that modified the original drawings were not immed-
iately delivered to Plant Engineering but were routed through
the normal administrative system. The time delay associated
with this system resulted in Plant Engineering being unaware of
the changes and pre-empted them from generating a correct valve
lineup.

(2) There were inaccuracies between the as-built P&ID and the as-
built condition in the plant. Tech Functions had the responsi-
bility to generate an as-built P&ID. This is normally accom-
plished by modifying the original contruction drawings to incor-
porate all Field Changes. Ideally, if the Field Changes are
accurate, the final drawing will represent the. as-built condi-
tion. It is not a requirement that the Tech Functions designer
responsible for this activity go into the field to verify the
correctness of the as-built drawing. A review of the Field
Changes and the original drawings indicated that, had the de-
signer not made erroi s in his work, the as-built drawing would
have been accurate. However, drafting errors were made by the
designer and the result was an incorrect as-built P&ID. The
inspectors will review future as-built P& ids to ensure this type
of problem was isolated.

. -. - _ .
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(3) A review of Functional _ Test Procedure T/P 321/1, Core Spray
Booster Pump Differential Pressure Switch Operational Checks,
determined that the procedure did not require a valve lineup
prior to performance of the test. The reason for this, in part,
was that the test procedure was being written in parallel with
the installation of the modification and valve lineup revision
by Plant Engineering. It is not accepted practice to perform
functional tests without first lining up the system in accord-
ance with an approved valve lineup..

In summary, the licensee's attempt to " fast track" the Core Spray
instrumentation modification resulted in activities being performed
in parallel that should have been performed in series. The errors
that resulted should have been identified by Plant Operations during
performance of a required valve lineup. Additionally, the admint s-
trative system to coordinate paper flow between Tech Functions and
Plant Engineering is too slow to support " fast track" work activ-
ities. The licensee should address these problems in their response
to the violation. -

3.3 IRM Problems

The facility has been experiencing numerous problems with the Inter-
mediate Range Monitoring System (IRMS). The most significant problem
has been the spike that occurs when ranging from Range 6 to Range 7.
The licensee has been investigating this generic problem. General
Electric has developed a card that provides a suppression circuit to
reduce the spike when ranging. The licensee is presently considering
this to resolve the spiking problem in the short term.

3.4 Snubbers

During the inspectors' tour of the drywell to inspect the EMRVs, the
inspectors noted that the snubbers in the EMRV area showed evidence
of being stepped on by maintenance personnel.

The inspectors expressed their concern to the licensee concerning the
snubbers' operability. In response, the licensee stroked all snub-
bers located near the EMRVs to verify their operability. No problems
were identified. In addition, the licensee marked each snubber in
the EMRV area to avoid the problem during the remainder of the shut-
down. Plant Material is developing a program to ensure snubbers are
clearly identified as a sensitive mechanical device, not- to be used
for a support or a step.

_
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3.5 "B"IsolationCondenserCondensateReturnValve(V-14-351

The licensee detected the steam inlet temperature to "B" isolation
condenser reading abnormally high during a plant startup. A high
temperature, approximately 540 degrees Fahrenheit, can be expected
during plant startup until condensation in the steam inlet had
developed. After sufficient time had elapsed for condensation to
take place the steam inlet temperature was still reading high.
Suspecting that V-14-35 was not completely seated, the licensee
cycled V-14-35. Further investigation of V-14-35 seating problems at
rated pretsure and temperature was halted as a result of a plant
shutdown for other considerations.

After the shutdown, V-14-35 would not stroke from its closed posi-
tion. The licensee concluded that the valve was mechanically bound
in the closed seat. In an attempt to diagnose the problem, the
licensee chose to test the valve using the motor operated valve auto-
matic testing system (MOVATS). MOVATS testing is used as a diagnos-
tic tool to determine valve problems and to record valve character-
istics.

During the performance of the MOVATS current traces the V-14-35 motor
failed. The motor was replaced and the valve successfully MOVATS
tested and cycled. The licensee did not discover any abnormalities
as a result of their testing. The licensee considers V-14-35 oper-
able.

The testing d:d not determine the cause of the original problem with
V-14-35 being mechanically bound. The licensee contends that the
problem may have occured as a result of thermal expansion and
contraction during plant startup and shutdown. The licensee plans to
observe the steam inlet temperature to the isolation condenser upon
plant startup to ensure V-14-35 is seated properly. The inspectors
will continue to follow the V-14-35 valve operating characteristics.
(219/85-06-02)

4.0 Radiation Protection

During entry to and exit from the radiologically controlled area (RCA),
the inspector verified that proper warning signs were posted, personnel
entering were wearing proper dosimetry, personnel and materials leaving
were properly monitored for radioactive contamination, and that monitoring
instruments were functional and in calibration. Posted extended Radiation
Work Permits (RWP's) and survey status boards were reviewed to verify that
they were current and accurate. The inspector observed activities in the
RCA to verify that personnel complied with the requirements of applicable
RWP's and that workers were aware of the radiological conditions in the
area.

_
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The licensee reported that an individual's Thermoluminescent Dosimeter
(TLD) indicated, after processing, an exposure for January 1985 of 2520
mr, but that his self reading dosimeter records indicated he only received
45 mr. Because the licensee's administrative limit for quarterly exposure
is 1000 mr, an investigation ensued to determine the cause of the high
exposure. Results of the investigation determined the individual had lost
his TLD for a period of approximately three days, during which time it was
located in the area of the fuel pool cooling pumps. Radcon personnel
determined the radiation level in the exact spot the TLD had rested for
the time it was lost and determined the exposure indicated on the TLD
corresponded to the calculated exposure.

It was also determined during the investigation that the individual knew
he had lost his TLD but did not report the loss to the radcon department
in accordance with site procedures. After taking three days off, the
individual returned to work, at which time he remembered where he had left
his TLD. He requested a companion to retrieve his TLD. In retrieving the
TLD, the companion failed to log into the dose monitoring system which is
contrary to site procedures. Both individuals were disciplined.

.The inspectors had no questions after reviewing licensee action.

5.0 Observation of physical Security

The . inspector made observations to verify that selected aspects of the
plant's physical security system were in accordance. with regulatory
requirements, physical security plan and approved procedures. The follow-
ing observations relating to physical security were made:

The security force was ' properly manned and appeared capable of--

performing their assigned functions.

Protected area barriers were intact gates and doors closed and--

locked if not attended.

-- Isolation zones were free of visual obstructions and objects that
could aid an intruder in penetrating the protected area.

-- Persons and packages were checked prior to entry into the protected
area.

Vehicles were properly authorized, searched and escorted or control---

"led within the protected area.

-- Persons within the protected area displayed photo identification
badges, persons in vital areas were properly authorized, and persons-
requiring an escort were properly escorted.

Compensatory measures were implemented during period of equipment--

failure.

-
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A security problem was~ associated with the lost TLD incident discussed in
paragrah 4.0 of this report. In particular, the individual who lost his
TLD also lost his photo identification badge. He did not, however, report
the loss of his badge to security prior to leaving the plant. Plant
management was unable to determine how the individual left the plant, al
though, it is assumed that he " tailgated" through a turnstile with a com
panion. The individual did not return to the plant for a three day per
iod, after which time he entered the plant on a visitor's badge with a
companion. Security checks of badges were performed during the three day
period, but no action was taken by security in regard to his missing
badge. Subsequent investigation into the security system by the licensee
indicated that there were no security procedures to describe the action to
be taken when a missing badge is identified. This problem was corrected
by issuance of appropriate instructions. The individaul who violated the
security procedures by improperly leaving the site was disciplined.

6.0 Maintenance

6.1 Drywell Feedwater Gate Valve (V-2-36) -

At the beginning of the inspection report period, the plant was shut-
down to investigate drywell unidentified leakage and to modify the
Core Spray System. The major contributor to drywell unidentified
leakage was determined to be V-2-36, a manual feedwater system
isolation valve.

Maintenance was performed on V-2-36 during the recently completed 20
month outage in accordance with job orders A15A-51027 (5/17/83) and
A15A-51027.1 (2/27/84). The first job order required V-2-36 to be
disassembled, inspected and reassembled. As a result of observed
bonnet leakage following completion of work on V-2-36, the second job
order was initiated to inspect the pressure seal and pressure sealing
surfaces. This inspection revealed an impression in the bonnet seal-
ing surface. The bonnet edges were repaired and the valve reassem-
bled.

A maintenance review of the activities associated with V-2-36 recom-
mended performing dimensional checks from the bonnet support plate to
the bonnet to verify the bonnet is aligned properly. This would
reduce the possibility of bonnet leakage.

The bonnet leakage on V-2-36 resulted from the bonnet being mis-
aligned. Job order A15A-51027.1 had previously been issued to
correct the valve misalignment. Dimensional checks were taken to
verify the bonnet was properly aligned. During the recent plant
shutdown, repairs were again initiated to correct the valve misalign-
ment and to inject the valve with sealant.

_
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The licensee employed a contractor to perform the sealant injection
process. Twelve injection valves were fixed to the V-2-36 valve body
circumferentially around the pressure seal area. The sealant was
injected through these valves to the pressure seal. This process was
repeated several times at pressure to reduce bonnet leakage. In
addition, a containment was constructed to enclose the valve. The
containment will capture any leakage and duct it to the drywell
equipment drain tank (identified leakage). This containment will
also prevent the snubbers located in the vicinity of V-2-36 from
becoming wet if the valve leaks again. Previously, four snubbers in
the area required testing as a result of V-2-36 leakage. Two of
these snubbers had to be replaced.

In addition the inspector reviewed Quality Control Plant Inspection
Reports (PIR) 03971, 03964, and 03976. PIR 03964 verified the valve
was torqued in a rotating cross pattern at the specified torque.
PIR 03976 was conducted to verify the retorquing of V-2-36, after the
bonnet stud spacers were found to be improperly installed.

The licensee plans to conduct a critique of V-2-36 maintenance activ-
ities. The inspector will review this critique and any measures
taken to eliminate maintenance rework. (219/85-06-03)

6.2 Feed Flow Summer

The inspector reviewed the events following a reactor scram on low
reactor water level that occurred on February 24. During the course
of this review, the inspector discovered that the feed flow recarder
had not accurately indicated total feed flow during the event.
Immediately after the scram the total feed flow recorder read appro-
ximately 700,000 lbm/hr. It was at this time that the Reactor Feed-
water Pump Runout Annuciator alarmed. The runout annunciator is set
to alarm when any 'of the Reactor Feedwater Pumps reaches a runout

6condition of approximately 2.67 x 10 lbm/hr. During this time only
the "C" Reactor Feedwater Pump was operating. Previous to the scram,
when the plant was at 20% power, the total feed flow recorder indi-
cated zero pounds mass per hour. As part of the licensee's inves-
tigation into the disparity between actual feed flow and recorded
feed flow, the feed flow summer was calibrated.

The calibration of the feed flow summer is controlled by the Tech-
nical Specification Supporting Installed Instrumentation List (TSSIIL)
calibration data sheet. The TSSIIL calibration data sheet specifies
any applicable vendor manual or procedure to be referenced in order
to perform the calibration.

The feed flow summer was calibrated after the scram on 2/25/85 and
found to be out of calibration. The "as found" conditions were not
recorded on the equipment history card. The previous calibration was
conducted on 2/8/85 by a new instrumentation and control technician
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and found to be in calibration. The "as lift" conditions from the
2/8/85 calibration do not indicate any problem with the instrument.

As a result of the inconsistancy in the calibration data, the inspec-
tor reviewed the TSSIIL data sheet and the vendor's manual and
discussed the event with licensee personnel. The TSSIIL data sheet
refers to the vendors manual, General Electric 4532K23-001, in order
to perform the calibration but did not specify a procedure to be
followed. The vendor's manual was reviewed to determine the adequacy
of the manual to provide the necessary steps to calibrate the feed
flow summer. The inspector determined that the manual was adequate
for an experienced technician to perform the relatively uncomplicated
calibration, but that an inexperienced technician would have diffi-
culty. The manual does not clearly specify a step by step procedure
to calibrate the feed flow summer.

The licensee is aware that the new instrumentation technicians lack
the necessary plant experience to be totally effective. Presently
the new technicians are undergoing on-the-job training while a formal
training program is being developed. This formal training program is
scheduled to commence in June 1985.

The licensee plans to conduct a critique of the event a r.d the
problems associated with the feed flow instrumentation components.
The inspector will review the licensee's critique. (219/85-06-04)

6.3 Leaking EMRV Inlet Flanges and EMRV Testing

Several iterations were required during this report period to repair
the leaking EMRV inlet flanges. To determine if there was a proced-
ural problem, the inspectors reviewed Station Procedure 702.1.007,
Electromatic Relief Valve Removal, Disassembly, Repair, Reassembly
and Installation. This review did not identify any major procedural
problems but the inspectors did recommend that the procedure be mod-
ified to control the achievement of maximum flange bolt torquing. In
addition, the inspectors recommended that craft supervision ensure
personnel working on the valves be briefed as to the correct sequence
of flange bolt torquing. Maintenance and Construction management
agreed with these recommendations.

It was ultimately concluded by the licensee that the leaks were
caused by the corroded condition of the gasket seating surfaces. As
a result, the pipe side flange gasket seating surface (the groove
portion of a tongue and groove configuration) of all five EMRV's was
machined to remove the corrosion. Other modifications were made as
necessary to ensure that geometry would permit sufficient gasket
crush to effect a seal. These repairs were effective in correcting
the leaks.
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During the startup on February 25, the EMRVs were actuated to verify
operability. During this testing, EMRVs "C" and "0" required an
excessive number of actuations before they reseated. These valves
were examined in parallel with the gasket seating surface repairs and
it was found that main valve seat work was required. This work was
performed prior to reinstallation of the valves. On March 5, "A",
"C", and "E" EMRVs were actuated and reseated properly but "D" EMRV
required eight actuations prior to properly reseating. Failure of
EMRVs to reseat has been a recurring problem at Oyster Creek.

7.0 Plant Modifications

During this inspection report period, a modification was made to the Core
Spray System to correct a recently identified design deficiency that had
existed since initial plant design and operation. In particular, the
problem involved the use of Core Spray booster pump header discharge
pressure in the system logic to indicate the operating status of the
primary booster pump. -

Based on the discharge pressure of the main Core Spray pump or the dis-
charge pressure of the booster pump in a runout condition, the booster
pump header pressure could result in erroneous indications of the operat-
ing status of the primary booster pump. To correct this condition, a
booster pump differential pressure sensor was installed to indicate the
operating status of the booster pump.

The inspectors reviewed the following documents and d awings associated
with the modification:

JCP&L Dwg. GE8850781, P&ID Core Spray System;--

Functional Test Procedure TP 321/1, Core Spray Booster Pump Differ---

ential Pressure Switch Operational Checks;

-- System Design Description for Core Spray System - Oyster Creek Dif-
ferential Pressure Switch;

Nuclear Safety / Environmental Impact Evaluation Summary Sheet;--

Nuclear Safety / Environmental Impact Evaluation;--

Station Procedure A15A-30760, Core Spray System Differential Pressure--

Switches Installation - Mechanical and Electrical;

Various FCRs and MNCRs associated with the modification;--

GPU Dwg. 3D-212-44-1001, Core Spray System Press. Diff. Switch Design--

and Details, Reactor Building Elev. 51'3'';

GPU DWG. 3D-642-14-1003, Conduit Sections;--

-
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GPU Dwg. 3D-212-44-1000, Core Spray System Press. Diff. Switch Design--

& Details, Reactor Building Elev. 23'6'';

-- GPU Dwg. 3BM-642-14-1003, Bill of Materials - Core Spray RV40A,B,C,&D
Replacement;

.

GPU Dwg. BA-402760, Pull / Termination Sheet; and--

GPU Installation Specification, OC-IS-402760.001, for Core Spray--

Differential Pressara Switch.

In addition to the documentation review, the inspectors also observed work
activities including welding, NDE, and functional testing upon modifica-
tion completion. Concerns identified are discussed in paragraph 3.2 of
this report.

8.0 Leak Reduction Program

The program's purpose is to reduce the leakage from systems outside
containment that could contair radioactive fluid during an accident. The
inspectors reviewed the licensee's leak reduction program to close open
item 81-17-02. The inspectors reviewed the following leak reduction
procedures:

665.4.008 Cleanup System Leakage Reduction Procedure;

665.4.009 Rx Shutdown Cooling Leakage Reduction;

665.4.010 Containment Spray Leak Reduction Procedure;

665.4.011 Core Spray Leak Reduction;

665.4.015 Isolation Condenser System Leakage Reduction; and

The purpose of these procedures is to visually inspect the system for
leakage.

In addition, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's letter dated January
4, 1980, in response to NUREG 0578, Section 2.1.6.a. This letter
described the licensee's commitment to a leak reduction program. The
program requires that internal system leakage be detected and measured.
As required by the licensee's commitment, the preventive maintenance
program will establish a defined leakage test program to include component
system and integrated leak rate testing at a frequency not to exceed each
refueling outage.

The leak reduction procedures discussed above do not measure inter-system
leakage nor do they establish leak rate testing frequency. The procedures
only address visual inspection of the system for leaks.
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The inspectors met with the Plant Operations Director, Plant -Engineering
Director, Manager Operations Engineering and the Licensing Manager to
express their concerns regarding the leak reduction program. As a result
the Manager Operations Engineering and his staff assembled all engineering
actions that had been accomplished that could satisfy the requirement of
the leak reduction program. .The inspectors reviewed this compilation with
the Manager Operation Engineering for the systems delineated in Technical
Specification 6.15.

The inspectors determined that the licensee had adequately satisfied the
necessary requirements of the leak reduction program based on activities
performed during the recent outage. It was also determined that the
licensee had not established a leak reduction program as required by
Technical Specifications.

Technical Specification 6.15 requires, in part, the implementation of a
program to reduce leakage from systems outside containment that would or
could contain highly radioactive fluids during an accident. The program
shall include system leak test requirements for each system at a frequency
not to exceed efueling cycle intervals. The licensee has not established
a formal program to perform system internal leakage tests for each system
at refueling c;cle intervals. This is a violation of Technical Specifica-
tions. (219 M -06-05)

Subsequent to the end of the inspection report period, the licensee
presented the inspectors with some new information regarding the imple-
mentation of the leak reduction program.

In particular, tDe licensee discovered the 1980 initial revision of the
leakage procedu es did consider the measurement of inter-system leakage,
except in some cases did not consider leakage across heat exchanger tubes.
These procedures were based on the NUREG 0578 guidance available at that
time. Erroneously, the inter-system leakage section was deleted in 1981.
The licensee has not been able to accurately identify the particular
circumstances under which the section was deleted. They believe the
sections in the leak reduction procedures were' deleted upon incorporation
of Technical Specification Amendment 54. This amendment incorporated the
leak reduction Technical Specification 6.15 " Integrity of Systems Outside
Containment." During this process, the licensee feels the assigned
engineer mistakenly interpreted the Technical Specification as requiring
the deletion of inter-system leakage testing.

9.0 Review of Periodic and Special Reports

Upon receipt, periodic and special reports submitted by the licensee
pursuant to Technical Specification 6.9.1 were reviewed by the inspector.
This review included the following considerations: the report includes the
information required to be reported to the NRC; planned corrective actions
are adequate for resolution of identified problems; and the reported
information is valid. The following periodic reports were reviewed by the
inspector:

_
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January Monthly Operating Report;--

Annual Exposure Data Report for 1984; and--

10 CFR 50.59 Reporting Requirement.--

10.0 IE Bulletins and Circulars

a. Bulletins

Licensee actions concerning the following IE Bulletins were reviewed
by the inspector to verify that: the bulletin was forwarded to
appropriate on-site management; a review for applicability was
performed; information discussed in the licensee's reply was accu-
rate; corrective action taken as described in the bulletin.

(Closed) IE Bulletin No. 79-24 (79-BU-24) Frozen Lines

This bulletin requested that all licensees review their plants to
determine that adequate protective measures have been taken to assure
that safety-related process, instrument, and sampling lines do not
freeze during extremely cold weather.

The licensee performed a review of the operating history in order to
identify instances of frozen lines and determii.ed that only one
instance involving a frozen stack gas sample line had occurred.
Corrective measures were taken to prevent its recurrence. The
licensee has in place a preventive maintenance program in which all
safety-related heat trace circuits are checked on an annual frequ-
ency. Also, Station Procedure 106, Conduct of Operations specifies
checking certain heat trace circuits during cold weather.

During NRC Inspection 85-01, the licensee's freeze protection prac-
tices were reviewed, although several minor problems were identified.
The precautions taken to protect against freezing were determined to
be effective.

(Closed) IE Bulletin No. 80-17 (80-80-17) Failure of Control Rods to
Insert During a Scram at a BWR

This bulletin and its supplements requested certain actions be taken
by the licensee to assure the scram discharge volume remains oper-,

able. Subsequently, an NRR Generic Safety Evaluation Report for BWR
scram discharge systems was issued on December 1, 1980, requiring
certain modification.

The licensee responded to the requirements of the bulletin and its
five supplements. During NRC Inspection 80-35, the actions requested
by the bulletin through Supplements were verified to have been
completed. During the past refueling / maintenance outage, the modi-
fications satisfying the long term criteria of the NRC's Generic

.
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Safety Evaluation Report were made. The actions requested by the
bulletin were no longer required following the installation of the
modifications. The scram discharge volume modifications were
reviewed during NRC inspection 84-09. In addition, successful scram
discharge volume testing was performed following the startup from the
last refueling / maintenance outage.

(Closed) IE Bulletin No. 81-01 (81-BU-01) Surveillance of Mechanical
Snubbers

This bulletin requires licensees having International Nuclear Safe-
guards Corporation (INC) mechanical snubbers and licensees having
mechanical snubbers from other manufacturers to perform a visual
examination and manual test prior to the completion of the next re-
fueling outage.

By letter to NRC Region I, dated March 30, 1981, the licensee
reported that no mechanical snubbers manufactured by INC were
utilized at Oyster Creek. The licensee further stated that a speci-
fic inspection program utilizing plant procedures requiring visual
examination and manual testing will be completed prior to the comple-
tion of the next refueling outage. That outage was expected to be in
November 1981. The next refueling was actually conducted during the
1983 - 1984 outage.

The snubber inspection and test results, performed during the 1983 -
1984 outage, were described in a letter to NRC Region I dated March
1, 1985. A total of 91 snubbers were examined and tested. Two
snubbers were identified that did not satisfy the inspection require-
ments. The cause of the failures, the corrective actions, the effect
of the failure on the plant systems, and the justification for
resuming operation were provided. The inspector had no further
questions on this bulletin at this time.

(Closed) IE Bulletin 83-07 (83-BU-07) Apparently Fraudulent Products
Sold by Ray Miller, Inc.

This bulletin requested the licensee to review the supplied list of
Ray Miller, Inc. customers and identify those companies which have
supplied material to Oyster Creek,- determine where suspect material
has been installed, evaluate its safety significance, and tag or
dispose of the suspect materials not yet installed.

The licensee by letter to NRC Region I, dated April 18, 1984,
described the actions taken to identify any suspect material which
may have been supplied to Oyster Creek. During this review, six
purchase orders were identified involving Ray Miller materials. The
use of these materials was reviewed and evaluated and the results of
the evaluation were provided. In addition, two purchase orders were
identified which were released by Burns and Roe for material used in
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the ' Augmented Off Gas and New Radwaste Building. The use of these
materials was also evaluated. By letter to NRC Region I dated August
14, 1984, the licensee described the action which has been taken to
detect breakdowns in supplier QA programs. A documentation review of
Licensing Action Item Files indicates.the information provided to the
NRC, relating to this bulletin, is acceptable.

B. Circulars

Licensee actions concerning the following IE Circulars were reviewed
to verify that the circular was received by licensee management, that
a review for applicability was performed, and that action taken or
planned was appropriate.

Followup on IE Circulars

(Closed) IE Circular 79-13 (79-CI-13) Replacement of Diesel Fire
Pump Starting Contactors

This circular described a problem identified with defective starting
contactors on Cummins Industrial Fire Pump Engines.

The licensee evaluated this circular and determined that starting
contactors of the type identified existed on the facility fire pump
diesel engines. The contactors were replaced on August 29, 1981,
with the new magnetic switches identified in the circular.

(Closed) IE Circular 79-17 (79-CI-17) Contact Problem in SB-12
Switches on General Electric Meta 1 clad Circuit Breakers

This circular described a problem with SB-12 switches used in General
Electric Company Metalclad Circuit Breakers shipped during the period
from August 1, 1978 to July 1, 1979.

The licensee performed a review and determined that this circular was
not applicable to Oyster Creek.

(Closed) IE Circular 79-25 (79-CI-25) Shock Arrestor Strut Assembly
Interference

This circular described a potential problem with Bergen Patterson
Strut Assemblies used in combination with certain Pacific Scientific
Company mechanical shock arrestors.

An investigation was performed by Plant Engineering and it was deter-
mined that this circular was not applicable to Oyster Creek.

(Closed) IE Circular 80-02 (80-CI-02) Nuclear Power Plant Staff Work
Hours

'

This circular requested Itcensee management review their administra-
tive procedures to determine if these procedures establish a sound
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policy governing working hours for plant staff who perform safety
related functions.

The licensee has nodified Station Procedure 106, Conduct of Operation
to incorporate all the working hour limitations described in Generic
Letter 82-02, Nuclear Power Plant Staff Working Hours. This satis-
fies the requirements of the subject circular.

(Closed) IE Circular 80-09 (80-CI-09) Problems with Plant Internal
Communications Systems

This circular recommended the licensees determine operability of
internal communications systems during a loss of offsite power and
to instruct employees on the use of radios in areas susceptible to
electromagnetic interference.

The license determined the sources of power for plant internal
communications systems (telephone systems, paging, P.A. and NRC
phones) are the safety-related buses backed by the diesel generator.
A memo was issued advising personnel on the use of two-way portable
radios in the vicinity of electronic equipment.

(Closed) IE Circular 80-12 (80-CI-12) Valve-Shaft-to-Actuator Key
May Fall Out of Place When Mounted Below Horizontal Axis

This circular described a condition in which a valve became inoper-
able when a valve-shaft-to-actuator key fell out of place. The cir-
cular requested that similar connections be inspected and appropritte
corrective action taken.

An investigation was performed by Plant Engineering and it was
determined this circular was not applicable to Oyster Creek.

(Closed) IE Circular 81-01 (81-CI-01) Design Problems Involving
Indicating Pushbutton Switches Manufactured by Honeywell Incorporated

This circular described certain problems which occurred during re-
lamping of certain Honeywell, Incorporated switches. The circular
recommended that licensees' determine if these switches were used in
any safety-related function.

The licensee determined switches similar to those described in the
circular exist only in the Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM). The RWM is
used during plant startup below 10% power level. Relamping of the
pushbuttons is not normally done during plant startup. If relamping
does become necessary during this period, the worst result would be
initiation of a temporary rod block while the RWM is scanning rod
positions. The licensee determined use of these switches does not
pose a problem.

.
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(Closed) IE Circular 81-05 (81-CI-05) Self-Aligning Rod End Bushings
For Pipe Supports

This circular recommended that licensees determine if pipe strut or
snubber assemblies using bushings that could potentially become loose
are being used. If they are, licensees should perform an inspection
and take appropriate corrective action.

l

The licensee determined the circular was applicable to certain snub-
bers used at Oyster Creek. Both Pacific Scientific and Bergen-
Patterson provided information was used during the evaluation.
During a Readiness Assessment Team Inspection in February 1984, a ,

violation was identified concerning this circular (84-09-06). Oyster '

Creek now maintains a more extensive in-house surveillance program
i

which should preclude'this problem from developing again. l

(Closed) IE Circular 80-05 (80-CI-05) Emergency Diesel-Generator
Lubricating Oil Addition and Onsite Supply

This circular recommended the licensee review procedures for adequacy ,

of instructions for adding lubricating oil to safety related equip- J
ment, determine the lube oil consumption rate of each diesel engine j
and provide an adequate inventory of lubricating oil consistent with I

the Technical Specification specified operating time.

The licensee investigated the apolicability of this circular to
Oyster Creek. As a result, the 'ollowing procedures were issued:

Procedure 736.1.010, Adding Lube Oil to Emergency Diesel--

Generators; and

Procedure 745.1.002, Adding Lube Oil to Fire Diesel Engines.--

Also, signs were installed at various locations with instructions on
adding lube oil. The consumption rate of the engines was determined
and warehouse procedures specify a minimum amount of lube oil to be
maintained on site.

,

|

11.0 Exit Interview

At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were
held with senior facility management to discuss the inspection scope and
findings.

A summary of findings was presented to the licensee at the end of this
inspection. Those in attendance at this exit interview are listed below.

No written material has been provided to the licensee during the prepara-
tion of this report and the licensee stated that, of the subjects
discussed at the exit interview and written in this report, no proprietary
information is included.

_
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. Exit Intervew Attendees

GPU

E. Ahern, Quality Assurance Auditor
J. Barton, Deputy Director, Oyster Creek
P. .Fiedler, Vice President and Director, Oyster Creek
V. Foglia, Operational Maintenance /PM and Surveillance Manager
B. Hohman, Licensing Engineer
M. Radvansky, Manager Technical Functions
A. Rone, Manager Operations Engineering
J. Shortt, Manager Maintenance and Construction Production

, W. Smith, Plant Engineering Director
| J. Solakiewicz, QA Engineering and Systems Manager
l M. Stromberg,-Quality Assurance Specialist

J. Sullivan, Jr. , Plant Operations Director
E. Wright, Technical Functions Design and Drafting Supervisor

USNRC

W. Bateman, Oyster Creek Senior Resident Inspector
J. Wechselberger, Oyster Creek Resident Inspector
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